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CHRISTMAS WREATH
20-inch pine wreath(artificial or

natural)
2 stems artificial ivy
3 stems berries
5 full pieces preserved cedar
4 stems latafoha or other filler

flower branches
6 yards 2'A -inch wide ribbon
2yards 'A -inch wide ribbon for

bells
Small amounts of Spanish moss

and twigs
Red bird
S large gold jingle bells
Florist’s wire

Make 1994 A Holid

admire the handmade jewelfy by Judy Feick, right.
Make bow with five loops on the left side. Cut all ends to av-

each side that are each five inches shape. Ifyou are using wire ribbon,
long. Cut the tail ends with the end you may cud the ends around a
of the loops. Tie the bow withrib- wooden spoon handle and gently
bon cut 20inches long, pulling one pull to loosen. If you are not using
end up and the other end down, wired ribbon, you can get a nice
Leave these ends long and cut in a look by tucking the ribbon into the
v-shape. wreath at different spots and glu-

Wire and glue the bow onto the ing in place or leave the tie ends
top center of the wreath. longdown the center ofthe wreath.

Cut a 17-inch length of ribbon Glue in the stems of latafolia
and glueone end under the bottom sod cedar on each side ofthe bow.
ofthebow. Cut alO inch length of 86 sure to push the stems in far
ribbon and glue one end under the enough to secure,
boy on the right side. Cut another Glue the stems of berries on
length of ribbon 10-inches long each side of the bow. Cut the ber-
and glueone end under the bowon nes in clusters if you want some

To Remember
short ones near the top.

Cut a few leaves off die bottom
of the stems of ivy to use later.
Glue the remaining stems of ivy
under the bow on the top and
another under the bow on the bot-
tom. These may be bent around to
achieve the desired lookyou want

Cut the ribbon for the bells in
five different lengths: 15”, 13”,
11”, 9”, and?”. Tic a bell onto the
endofeachribbon with a slip knot
Arrange the bells in a cascade that
is pleasing toyou. Tie all the ends
together in a singleknot on top of

display tables.
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the ribbons and then wire them to
the wreath under the center of the
bow.

Tuck in the twigs andremaining
ivy leaveswhere you thinkthey fill
in best and glue in place.

Make a littlenest out ofSpanish
moss and glueon top of the wreath
to the left side of the bow. Place a
friendly littlebird into the nest and
glue securely.

Hangthis wreath on your front
door. The gold bells will sound a
friendly jingleas the door opens to
welcome guests.

’s an opportunity to garner ideas at the


